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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Web pages with data sets

The internet today gives people access to an astounding amount of human knowledge. Today’s

internet users make practical use of this knowledge to support decisions in their work and personal

lives. Much of this knowledge is presented to the user as text, but a lot of information is also presented

in the semistructured form of tables and lists. Figure 1.1 shows two examples of data sets presented

on the web.

Lists and tables on the web communicate the structure of the presented data set visually, in

a way that is easy for humans to understand. While human readers can readily understand the

tuples of the presented relation, computer systems generally cannot. Even when the data set is

automatically generated from a backend database, the semantic structure is usually not provided in

machine-readable form. In order to understand the data set structure, the human reader invests a

small amount of visual and cognitive processing to each page encountered. To provide programmatic

access to the data set in an application, a developer typically writes a small piece of custom code,

called a wrapper, to recover the data set from the presented page’s contents.

Several research communities have recognized the value of wrappers and the semantic represen-

tations of web data they recover. Wrapper Induction attempts to generate a wrapper automatically

for a given page based on several labeled instances of the page. Many systems leverage wrappers to

recover datasets for a variety of applications. Question Answering systems like Watson make use of

data sets from the web to reason about answers to factual questions. Information Retrieval systems
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Figure 1.1: Two web pages containing data sets

can extract and merge tuples from data sets to present a tabular response to an individual query.

Several commercial systems provide data sets to companies via learned or programmed wrappers for

proprietary goals such as content aggregation or market research. A data visualization system can use

a wrapper to provide an improved or user-selected graphical representation of the data on the page.

As a noteworthy special case, screenreaders can render wrapped data sets as simple accessible tables

for nonsighted web users in place of richer layouts which are burdensome and confusing to navigate

manually. The Semantic Web presents an attractive vision of computer agents that could assist a

human user with complex tasks, based in part on the agents’ ability to understand web information.

Mashup tools facilitate building application-specific semantic combinations of several wrapped sites

to address an underserved information need.

Applications requiring wrappers can be broadly differentiated into closed domain and open domain

wrapper applications. In closed domain applications, a tractable number of selected or important

wrappers can suffice to make the application useful. For example, a business intelligence application

for a particular client might presuppose wrappers for a fixed number of competitors’ or suppliers’

websites, which may change somewhat through time. Similarly, a content aggregator may rely on

current wrappers for a fixed number of source websites. Closed domain applications require wrappers
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for a particular, possibly large, slice of the web. Open domain applications, on the other hand, are

characterized by deriving their value from the implicit promise that a wrapper is available for every

website the user may be interested in. For example, a user of a data visualization tool can only view

visualizations for pages that the tool can wrap. A screenreader can only simplify data sets that it can

understand. A mashup or web automation tool can only operate over pages that can be understood

as data sets. A user of an open domain application is less interested in how many pages on the web

are wrapped than in whether the pages of concern in their particular task are wrapped.

Open domain wrapper applications seem destined for failure, since they implicitly rely on the

construction of wrappers for every data set a user may be interested in, i.e. all data sets on the

web. Constructing such a large number of wrappers is a prohibitively large task. The Semantic Web

envisioned machine-readable semantics being provided by web authors alongside the visual markup

of the dataset, but for a variety of reasons web authors have mostly not done so. Several projects

attempt to read data sets from web pages in a fully automated fashion. In full generality, this is

probably as difficult as understanding natural language, and so fully automatic approaches tend to

concentrate on especially prevalent special cases. They thereby wrap a large number of web pages but

leave a large number unwrapped. Given the programmatic nature of the task – i.e. the construction

of a wrapper program for each web data set – one might expect programmers to supply the necessary

wrappers. Each individual wrapper is not difficult for a programmer to construct, but the number

of developer-hours required to wrap all data sets is dwarfed by the number of data sets on the web.

Several projects attempt to learn wrappers for a set of pages based on annotated examples of each

page, typically provided by annotators trained to conform to a negotiated annotation specification.

Annotators require less time to provide examples than programmers need to construct a wrapper, but

the number of people annotating to the appropriate specification is much smaller than the number

of programmers, making it unlikely they could construct examples of every page on the web.

In this thesis, we propose to study the approach of asking everyday end users to construct wrappers

for pages they encounter in their own web browsing. This approach fits naturally in the context of

recent work in crowdsourcing and human computation, where in this case the artifact the crowd is

cooperating towards constructing is a set of wrappers for all data sets on the web. This approach

has two attractive properties. First, the population of web readers is orders of magnitude larger

than the population of web publishers. So if a nontrivial subset of this immense potential workforce
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proves able to construct wrappers, then it is conceptually possible to extend this approach to wrapper

construction to the entire web. Second, if a significant proportion of internet users can successfully

create wrappers for data sets, then a user encountering an unwrapped data set in an open domain

application may be capable of providing the wrapper for the page themselves. Moreover, such a user

will be motivated to undertake the effort to do so, since it will enable the desired use of the wrapped

page.

This approach also presents several challenges, similar to the challenges faced by other crowdwork

projects, which comprise the work of the thesis. We will list them here and then discuss them in

more detail below. First, are end users capable of contributing useful wrappers? While constructing

a wrapper for an individual web data set is relatively straightforward for a programmer, it is not clear

that everyday end users have the skills required to do so. Second, will end users be motivated to

participate in a collaborative wrapper construction system? Third, how can end user contributions

be effectively organized and combined to create a valuable set of reusable wrappers?

Naturally, an attempt to elicit wrappers from a crowd can only succeed if there is a substantial

crowd of users who actually have the capability to contribute wrappers. In order to address as large

a crowd as possible, the bar for contribution should be set low enough to allow participation by a

sufficiently large crowd. Various systems attempt to make it easier for a programmer to construct

wrappers, often designed by programmers for use by themselves or by other programmers. Many

systems ultimately present the constructed wrapper as code for the programmer’s review. Our ex-

perience corroborates that of other researchers in finding that this tends to discourage participation

by people who do not perceive their role as constructing programs. Many systems may indeed make

a trained programmer more productive in coding wrappers, but have not been demonstrated to per-

mit nonprogrammers to do so. Several systems have sought to support construction of wrappers by

people who want to scrape data sets, e.g. data journalists or researchers. These systems have been

successfully used by people who do not have formal training in programming. Many reported users,

however, were highly trained professionals, and our own experience with untrained users found that

many productive internet users lacked the skills reported for nonprogrammer wrapper construction.

In Chapter 3.2 we present our own tool that leverages end users’ familiarity with spreadsheets, and

demonstrate that users with fairly minimal technical background can successfully use the tool to

construct wrappers.
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A second challenge to the approach of crowdsourcing wrappers with end users is addressing the

motivation of end users to contribute to such a system. After all, understanding web data sets is not

very difficult and is much easier than communicating the parts of the data set to a software system.

It is not clear why end users would tolerate being asked to do so, let alone voluntarily participate. We

explore two potential motivational structures. First, we have observed that, in practice, certain classes

of end users devote a significant amount of time to scraping web data sets into spreadsheets as part of

their job. These end users could be motivated to contribute part of a wrapping task in exchange for

assistance with the remainder of the task. In Chapter 3.1 we present evidence that nonprogrammers

recognize the potential value of a tool that can assist them with web data extraction. As a second

kind of motivation, we explore the possibility of simply paying crowd workers to construct individual

wrappers through a micropayment system. In Chapter 3.2 we derive preliminary cost estimates for

several different types of wrappers under a particular payment structure.

A third challenge, common to projects focused on crowdsourcing large tasks, is on the one hand,

how to divide up the task properly so that individual workers can contribute salient pieces of the task,

and on the other hand how to reassemble the contributed pieces into a cohesive whole. In the case of

constructing a broad corpus of wrappers, a natural decomposition of the task is to ask each worker to

construct a wrapper for a single page. Once constructed, each wrapper can be reused directly to wrap

further instances of the same page. Additionally, we propose to explore the possibility of making more

efficient use of the contributed wrappers, by using them as input to machine learning models which

we hope to use to wrap a larger subset of the web. If successful, these models will demonstrate that

the crowd-sourced corpus of wrappers can be used to construct wrappers for a larger set of pages,

increasing the reach of the crowdsourcing system while lowering the cost per wrapped page.

This proposal will proceed as follows. In Chapter 2 we will present the theory motivating our

approach to eliciting semantic information from end users, and some related work on end user pro-

gramming and wrapper construction systems. In Chapter 3 we will present our previous work. In

Section 3.1 we present our work with the Mixer system, which addresses an end user constructing a

unified relational workspace from one or more web data sources. This work shows that nontechnical

end users can act on their understanding of the structure of data sets, and that they recognize the

value of assistance with these types of tasks. In Section 3.2 we present our follow-up work with

the SmartWrap project, which constructs and validates an interface that end users can use to drag
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examples from a web data set into a spreadsheet interface. A user study showed that participants

from a wide variety of technical backgrounds were able to use the interface to supply appropriate

examples for wrapper construction. Additionally, workers on Mechanical Turk were able to use the

interface to construct wrappers at low cost.

In Chapter 4 we describe the proposed work for the thesis. We build on our pilot corpus con-

structed from end user participation, demonstrating that end users can contribute a sizable set of

wrappers. We intend to analyze the corpus, with extrapolations to the implications of the perfor-

mance of the crowd on the prospects and costs of wrapping a larger swath of the web. Next we plan

to study how the application of Machine Learning to the corpus can make better use of participants’

contributions, and revise the cost estimates of wrapping the web based on those experiments. Af-

terwards we intend to build an exchange where wrapper contributions can be shared with a wider

audience of users of wrapped datasets. Finally we plan to demonstrate the value of the contributed

wrappers by using them to extract unseen datasets from the web. If time permits, we also intend

to study how participation in the wrapper construction system changes when participants contribute

voluntarily, because they perceive the benefit of a wrapper to themselves or to others, rather than for

a micropayment as on Mechanical Turk. Also, if time permits, we intend to introduce the Machine

Learning model learned from the corpus back in to the interface and validate that end users can make

better use of the system with Machine Learning than the original system.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Forms and Spreadsheets

Malone et al [38] note the potential of semi-structured forms as a means of expressing human practice

and intention in a manner that is amenable to agent assistance. Their work focuses on structuring

email conversations so that agents can assist in the coordination of human activities, essentially pro-

viding a mechanism for the agent to eavesdrop on the human communication. VIO [63] complements

Malone by providing the reverse: a form mechanism whereby users are given insight into the actions

of the agent, and hence the opportunity to identify and repair agent errors.

Nardi and Miller [43] build on the work of Lewis and Olson [35] in singling out spreadsheets,

which can be viewed as frameworks for the creation of ad hoc forms, as an emblematic context

where people routinely “program”, in the sense that they perform nontrivial computational behavior.

Nardi and Miller delineate several specific aspects of spreadsheets which render them particularly

acceptable to end user interviewees. First, the computational paradigm of spreadsheets matches the

way the end user conceptualizes the task; Norman [44] characterizes this alignment as bridging the

"Gulf of Execution" between the user’s conceptualization of the goal and the system’s formalism. In

particular, the high-level functions provided by the spreadsheet shield the user from the difficult task

of "synthesizing" the desired functionality from simpler primitives. Secondly, spreadsheets compactly

represent the entire task in a single tabular view, often on a single screen.

Cypher [11], coordinating with a group of early adopters to develop a real-world tool for web

automation, reports that the administrative end users indicated that the only input necessary was
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a humble CSV. This corroborates the assertion that users feel comfortable with their ability to

provide high-quality curated spreadsheets – they were more concerned that the tool would propagate

unwelcome actions on the web than that the input CSV contained flaws.

Google Fusion Tables [23] offers users a low-viscosity path from spreadsheets to relations featuring

more powerful database operations. Users can simply upload existing spreadsheets into the cloud,

and the system will guess schema information for the uploaded table. When users discover a need to

execute complex queries, or joins, over their Fusion Tables, then they can “pay” for it “as they go”

[37]. That is, they can perform a small amount of overhead work to enable those operations; users

who do not need (or do not yet know that they need) database operations can continue to treat their

tables as simply spreadsheets in the cloud. Our work complements this effort, providing a service to

the subclass of users who create spreadsheets from web data, in exchange for which the users provide

insight into the content and composition of the spreadsheets.

2.2 End User Programming

Nardi [42] characterizes end users as users who eschew tasks, such as programming, which they per-

ceive as irrelevant or distracting to the task at hand: “I didn’t have much time, so I did it the long

way.” She poses this standpoint on the other extreme of a spectrum from that of inveterate program-

mers, who say “I would rather write programs to help me write programs than write programs.” In

Nardi’s view, an end user is someone who perceives the task at hand as the job, and does not view

automating the task as part of that job.

Rode et al [48] provide empirical support for this view in an examination of automation in the

household. They find that women can successfully set an oven to cook a meal at a selected temperature

at a later time, that men can successfully set a VCR to record a program on a selected channel at a

later time, and that each failed at the alternate task. Abstractly, both devices allow users to instruct

a device to turn on at a specified time and run for a specified duration, and to set the state of a

specific feature: the channel of the VCR and the temperature of the oven.

Ko et al [32] reiterate the distinction between end users and novice programmers, defining end user

software engineering as software creation performed by anyone for idiosyncratic or adhoc purposes.

This definition suggests that end user programming systems can be helpful even for professional

programmers, who might wish to avoid devoting programming effort towards “one-off” tasks.
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2.3 Programming by Demonstration

The goal of a programming-by-demonstration (PBD) system is to produce a program based on a

handful of demonstrations of the output of the program. There are several challenges surrounding

successful implementation of the idea, most of which find expression in web automation PBD systems.

One challenge surrounds the issue of how to communicate the induced program back to the user.

Systems which produce code in a general-purpose programming language (e.g. Chickenfoot [3]) offer

the attractive property that they allow a user to express any programmatic sequence. On the other

hand, general-purpose programming languages are difficult to understand and modify without exten-

sive knowledge of the language. Nonprogrammers might find them incomprehensible and possibly

intimidating.

On the other extreme, some systems (e.g. Vegemite [36], Mixer [22]) do not explicitly represent

the program to the user at all. This does not intimidate users. But it does make it difficult for them

to understand when the program makes errors, and very difficult for them to repair the errors.

CoScripter [34] takes a middle approach, coding the induced actions in a “sloppy” programming

language designed to resemble natural language. Users can readily understand the intent of the in-

structions, and can make simple modifications to them. Sloppy interpreters are permissive, attempting

to interpret user requests as formal programming statements. Without full natural-language under-

standing (which is known to be hard), however, a system is still quite likely to receive input from

users which it cannot interpret.

Wrangler [30] takes a hybrid approach. In response to a user action, Wrangler generates a ranked

list of English-like descriptions of possible generalizations of that action, asking the user to select

the appropriate generalization. Users are not required to understand the statements of a formal

programming language, and simultaneously all user actions have a straightforward interpretation in

the programming system.

Lau [33] examines in depth the application of Machine Learning to PBD systems. Using a Version

Space argument, she shows that the number of examples a learner needs to unambiguously delineate

the proper program often outstrips by several orders of magnitude the number of examples an actual

user will have the patience to provide. Often the learner will need several hundred examples and

an individual user will want to provide fewer than a dozen. This order-or-magnitude gap between
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the sample size required by a learner and the sample size provided by users provides part of our

motivation for dividing the work of generating a sample set among a large crowd of workers. Each

crowd worker can be expected to contribute only a “user-sized” set of training examples while the

learning system receives access to a “learner-sized” set.

Mixed-initiative research focuses on advancing methods for collaboration between computer agents

and people where each party has its own knowledge, ways of reasoning, and abilities to understand

and act in order to advance toward a common goal [1, 14]. Many issues remain to be answered,

including several interrelated needs with respect to interaction between agent assistants and people

[33]:

Awareness knowledge of problem and goal must be shared by human and agent

Task roles and responsibilities must be shared between human and agent

Communication both human and agent must be able to express knowledge and needs.

PBD interfaces present a particular challenge with respect to the awareness issue: the user and

the system have a fundamental mismatch with respect to the goal of the interaction. The central goal

of a PBD system is to infer a program from the userâĂŹs actions; for the user the construction of

the program is subsidiary, at best, to the goal of completing some task. As noted above, Rode et al

[31] observe that users are far less successful in performing programming tasks outside their perceived

area of responsibility. Consequently, in our work we attempt to avoid presenting the user with tasks

that feel like programming.

The task issue concerns the division of action between humans and agents. The principal actions

of a PBD session [18] are program demonstration (or creation), program invocation, and program

execution.

The communication issue arises in a couple of ways from what Cypher [9] calls the classic challenges

of PBD: (1) inferring the userâĂŹs intent; and (2) presenting the created program to the user. The

first challenge concerns the user communicating with the system via the demonstrated actions, and

the second challenge concerns the system communicating the recorded action sequence to the user.

The first challenge arises because the userâĂŹs actions usually insufficiently delineate a unique

program, a point illustrated by Lau et al with an explicit version space argument [19]. PLOW

[2] receives richer input from the user by eliciting and utilizing natural language explanations for
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the userâĂŹs actions. Wrangler [16] asks the user to select after each action the statement in the

implementation language corresponding to the level of generalization required.

As to the second challenge, Modugno and Myers [40] further delineate the communication role

played by the program in PBD systems, as a list of opportunities presented to the user:

1. the user can confirm that the program will behave as desired;

2. the user can correct or generalize the program; and

3. the user can store all or part of the program for later use or modification.

Although many PBD systems outside the web context communicate the program in forms other

than as lines of code, the code approach is the most common in web PBD systems. Chickenfoot

[3] records web actions as general JavaScript. CoScripter [34] chooses a slightly more user-friendly

approach, representing the program in a âĂĲsloppyâĂİ or natural programming language. Query-by-

Example and Office-by-Example [64] utilize a form as a shared communication structure, but require

a user to understand and specify programmatic variable structure within the forms.

2.4 Wrapper Induction

Early wrapper work [19] learned extractors from text representations of the HTML of pages, but

later work consistently showed the value of considering structural information (from the DOM),

visual layout information [1], and styling information (from CSS). Recent work [25, 13] gets good

results by considering features rendered as XPath [6] expressions, encompassing a fairly rich set of

structural and textual features.

A key question related to wrapper induction is how many instances must be labeled to induce

high-quality wrappers for a set of pages. Cohen, Hurst, and Jensen [8] report that about two-thirds

of attributes in their corpus could be reliably extracted based on provision of a single labeled example

of the attribute. Approximately 80% could be extracted given at most three examples. Gulhane et al

[25] corroborate the sufficiency of relatively few examples; they report that their annotators, tasked

with fully labeling relations from a training set until the generated wrapper extracts the remainder

of the training set, labeled an average of 1.6 example relations.
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Another key concern is how quickly websites change, rendering previously-induced wrappers in-

effective. Gulhane et al [25] poll wrapped sites periodically for detectable changes, and derive an

estimate that “approximately 2% of websites experience some sort of page structure change each

day,” implying a site remains without detected change a mean time of 50 days. They then present

an algorithm for distinguishing changes needing new labeled examples from more innocuous changes.

Dalvi et al [12] estimate that the script generating a given website will change “two or three times per

year,” indicating a mean time between change of 121 to 183 days. Differences in methodology may

account for some of the discrepancy between these estimates, as well as differences in the populations

of pages watched.

Most work on wrappers assumes the existence of high-quality labeled pages created by trained

annotators (often the researchers themselves), and many researchers [7, 25] cite the labeling of exam-

ples as a bottleneck in the scale of the system. A small number of systems present a user interface

designed to make it easier for annotators to label relations in the pages. Lixto Visual Designer [1]

allows users to point and click on the first example of an attribute in a page, and then refine the

resulting selection by iteratively adding conjunctive conditions or new disjunctive alternatives. Users

would seem to need a firm grasp on Boolean logic, which nonprogrammers have been observed to

struggle with [24]. Irmak and Suel [29] provide a user interface for interactively specifying a particular

desired selection from the larger set of tuples available on the page. They leave aside the issue of

specifying the schema and the superset of tuples, suggesting that they expect users to understand

schemas and types. Based on the user’s selection of a tuple, the system responds with a ranked list

of potential sets of tuples and asks the user to select the most appropriate set.

Wrangler [30] employs a similar interaction in the context of end user programming of data cleaning

scripts. When the user performs a cleaning operation on a cell of a spreadsheet, Wrangler responds

with a ranked list of generalizations of that cleaning operation and asks the user to choose the most

appropriate generalization. For example, a user who deletes a prefix consisting of a single token from

a cell might be asked to choose whether to remove only that fixed string from all cells in the column,

or to uniformly remove the first token, or to act only on the first cell, leaving all other cells in the

column unmodified. A user study verified that users familiar with data management were able to

effectively use this technique to clean data more quickly than when working manually.
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2.5 Crowdsourcing and Human Computation

Luis von Ahn kicked [58, 60, 59] off the present wave of interest in models of human computation by

supplying proofs of concept system that internet users would supply solutions to difficult AI problems

in exchange for access to restricted resources (CAPTCHA) or just for the fun of playing a game (ESP

game, etc). Gamification as a general strategy for eliciting cognitive effort from a crowd of human

users has proved fruitful, but some problems are easier to make fun than others.

Quinn and Bederson [47] recast the design space for crowdwork systems in terms of tradeoffs

between cost, quality, and speed, or the rate at which crowdworkers will complete the available tasks.

In this formulation, gamification is one of several means to lower cost, increase speed and increase

quality of the crowdworker output.

Understanding the effects of the many parameters of possible crowdworking configurations is a

large subfield of research. Mason and Watts [39] examined the effects of monetary compensation on

Mechanical Turk workers. Among their findings were that increasing payment for a task did tend

to increase the speed with which Turkers completed the task, but did not generally tend to increase

quality of submissions.

MonoTrans [26, 27] explored the possibility of gathering machine translation data using plentiful

monolingual workers instead of more rare bilingual speakers. By increasing the worker pool, Mono-

Trans was able to gather data more cheaply and more quickly than when relying on bilingual speakers,

but careful design was required to avoid a dramatic drop in quality.
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Chapter 3

Previous Work

3.1 Mixer

3.1.1 Introduction

As the size and richness of the web has steadily increased over the last decade, users have ratcheted

up their expectations for the scope of information easily available from the web. Web interfaces, in

contrast, usually permit access to the information they expose in a highly constrained manner. The

gap between the form of the information required and the form provided by the deployed interfaces is

bridged in practice by human intelligence. In particular, office workers in an administrative capacity

are regularly assigned mundane, repetitive data integration tasks, entailing the gathering of informa-

tion from several sources into an ad hoc report, often in response to an email [54]. Administrators do

not consider these tasks difficult, but they do consider them very tedious. The repetitive and proce-

dural structure of the tasks makes them ripe for automation; however, the actions taken in response

to the retrieved information generally require human judgment. This combination of automation and

human judgment invites a mixed-initiative approach that weds the administrator’s understanding of

the desired report with a programmatic agent actually performing the bulk of the mundane retrieval.

As an example, suppose a university dean wishes to investigate previous collaborations between

her university and a certain research lab, and further that she has assigned her assistant the task

of finding all professors in the university who have published a paper with someone from the lab.

The straightforward solution is to look up in turn each professorâĂŹs publications in a digital library
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and store all of their collaborators from the lab in some intermediate location, such as a column of

a spreadsheet. This solution, while effective, illustrates well the tedium involved, as it requires the

administrator to perform the same series of clicks and copies and pastes, each time with different

input, until the output report is complete.

The tedious, repetitive nature of the tasks evokes the concept of programming by demonstration

(PBD). The application of PBD to administrative data integration tasks follows from the insight

that once the user has shown how to look up a single example, the system has sufficient information

about the procedure to look up the rest of the examples. In an effort to realize the promise of PBD in

facilitating administrative data integration tasks, we developed Mixer, a Mixed-Initiative PBD system

that allows users to train an agent to perform the tasks. Our current implementation builds on our

previous Wizard-of-Oz study, which demonstrates the effectiveness of a spreadsheet-like user-created

form as a medium of communication between a human user and a simulated computer agent. Users

were quite successful in using the mocked-up system, but they struggled with the following issues:

(1) specifying 1-to-many relationships in a manner usable by the agent, (2) specifying precision in

the retrieved report, and (3) selecting meaningful segments of text on the page. Mixer as presented

here addresses these shortcomings, and also incorporates insights from other explorations of web

PBD [34, 36]. Mixer presents several innovations over previous approaches. First, Mixer presents

a unified modeless interface for integrating data, whether that data come from one or several data

sources. Additionally, Mixer leverages the insights of Mixed-Initiative design to facilitate collaboration

between the user and the agent to accomplish the user’s goal.

To evaluate our design decisions, we conducted an evaluation with real administrators. The

administrators were asked to retrieve multiple items from a single data source and to link information

across multiple data sources. The evaluation results show that: (i) Using the Mixer table based

interface, administrators can conceive of, create, and use forms that effectively communicate to the

Mixer agent both the information they want and the information the agent needs to automate the

task; and (ii) administrators recognized the value of automating this type of mundane task and

indicated they would incorporate a mixed-initiative tool like Mixer into their work practices.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we describe the design of Mixer. We

then describe the study performed and the results obtained. Next, we discuss the implications of the

present study. Lastly, we situate this work within the related work in the literature, and conclude.
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3.1.2 Design

At a high-level, interaction with Mixer requires the user to construct the first row of a table, and in

doing so, the user demonstrates to the agent what information they want and where this information

can be found. When this row is complete, the user releases the agent to follow the pattern until the

retrieval is complete. If the user desires a subset of this information, they can export the resulting

table to a spreadsheet and use the spreadsheet to make the subset they desire selectable. Below we

detail an example, depicted in Figure 3.1, of how the interaction works. In the example, the user

looks up the names and affiliations of the coauthors of a particular researcher using an online interface

which allows accessing this information for one publication at a time.

Users begin using Mixer by navigating their browser to the first page they wish to retrieve infor-

mation from (referred to as the target page). In this example the page contains a listing of the pub-

lications of the researcher, with a brief description of each publication and a link to a detailed record

of the publication. Once there, the user clicks on the Mixer button appearing within the browser’s

chrome. This click causes two actions. First, the Mixer workspace (referred to as workspace) appears

in a frame to the right of the target page. Second, Mixer augments the target page, highlighting any

element the agent can accept as an input in orange.

To add an element to the workspace, the user right-clicks the element and selects “Copy to Mixer”

in a context menu. In response, Mixer constructs a new column in the workspace, gives it a heading,

fills in the first row with the element the user selected, and fills in the remaining rows with all

elements that match the user’s selection (Figure 3.1A). In this case the user selects the title of

the first publication on the list and the agent adds the title “paper title”, adds the user-selected

publication, and adds all of the remaining publications to the column. The cell at the top of the

filled-in column has a white background, indicating a human selection while the cells below have an

orange background, indicating that the agent selected these elements. In this example, the user only

needs the publication title from the first page; however, if the user required additional elements from

this page, right-clicking and selecting “Copy to Mixer” would cause the agent to create additional

columns. Earlier Mixer interface designs allowed users to simply copy and paste elements from the

target page to the workspace. However, we observed that people had trouble understanding what

was “legally” selectable since they could never see the underlying data scheme. In addition, they

had trouble copying and pasting text that appeared as a link. In the current design, the highlighted
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Figure 3.1: A user interacting with Mixer to extract the coauthors of a researcher based on the
researcherâĂŹs papers on the ACM Digital Library
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elements on the target page are intended to clarify what can be selected and the right-click action

allows users to add an element that is a link, without navigating away from the target page.

In our previously reported evaluation of the Mixer interaction design, we noted that some partici-

pants struggled to create an effective table. Using the example of the publications, many would copy

and paste the first publication title into the top of the first column and then they would copy and

paste the second title on the list to the top of the second column. To prevent users from making this

mistake, Mixer automatically fills in the first column as soon as the first element is selected. Now

that the user has a column with all of the publication titles, the user next needs to demonstrate that

they also want authors to go with each publication. To advance the task, the user navigates through

the publication link causing the target page to change from the publication listing to the publication

detail page.

Mixer detects that the user’s action depends on the contents of a cell in the workspace, i.e. the link

corresponds to the first publication. Accordingly, Mixer begins an implicit loop over all publications

in the column. An additional wrinkle which does not appear in the demonstrated task, is when

a user must type input from the workspace into a query form on a separate page. In such cases,

Mixer prevents direct typing because the agent needs to be shown an explicit connection between the

contents of a cell in the workspace and the input to a query. When a cell’s contents are copied to

the clipboard and then pasted into a form’s widget, Mixer is able to deduce the connection. When

the cell’s contents are simply typed into the widget, however, Mixer cannot be certain that the query

input in fact comes from the workspace entry rather than from elsewhere in the page; to avoid this

problem, Mixer issues a warning to the user when directly typing into a query form. In a more

extreme case, the administrator might modify the contents (e.g. stripping off the first name and

using only the last name), making the matching of the contents to the workspace quite difficult. This

tension between re-using a variable by value and by reference has a long history in PBD, see e.g. the

discussion of distinguishing constants from variables in Myers [41].

Mixer augments the publication detail page: selectable elements are highlighted in orange. These

elements include the publication’s authors’ names, as well as the venue where the publication appeared

(Figure 3.1B). The user right-clicks the author’s name and selects “Add to Mixer.” In response, Mixer

creates a new column, adds the title “author name”, fills in the first row with the selected author name,

fills in subsequent cells with additional coauthor names available from the current page, and fills in the
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remaining rows with a dashed line, indicating that the agent thinks the user wants this information

for subsequent publications. Similarly, the user adds “author affiliation” information to the table from

the same page.

To release the agent to complete the table, the administrator clicks the “Fill Table” button to

the right of the last column. In response, Mixer infers and executes a program. In this example

the program contains a loop over all publications in the publication listing. Mixer iterates over each

publication, one by one. For each publication, Mixer navigates through the link using exactly the

same action sequence which the administrator demonstrated, modified only to correspond to the

present publication. As each detail page is visited and its result integrated, the browser view shows

exactly what is happening, giving the administrator confidence that the result is the same as if the

task were performed manually. When the table is complete, Mixer plays a chime, letting the user

know the agent is finished (Figure 3.1C).

Administrators frequently want to collect information about a subset of items that meet some

criterion, for example the students who were currently failing a particular course. Since administrators

are familiar with spreadsheets, we postulated that they would be able to conceptualize the filtering

task as composed of the subtasks of retrieving the desired information about the whole group, then

sorting on the selection attribute and cutting out all nonqualifying rows. This functionality is present

and familiar in modern spreadsheets, so Mixer does not re-implement it, but rather expects the user

to use a separate spreadsheet tool (our experiments used Google Docs).

Our previous simulation of the Mixer interface [62] illuminated the way for the present imple-

mentation; however, as noted by Sundström et al [51], the Wizard-of-Oz methodology only allowed

a certain level of familiarity with the algorithmic material. The actual implementation explored

some new design potential and constraints. One notable example is that the implementation must

take into consideration the time taken for the actual retrieval, balancing the time consumed by the

network latency inherent in retrieving information from the web with the user’s valuable time and

attention. The implemented system, unlike the Wizard-of-Oz mockup, does not begin with access

to the retrieved data. Instead the user must wait while Mixer replays the demonstrated actions nec-

essary for retrieval. The present design replays the actions in front of the user’s eyes; this furthers

communication between the user and the agent in that the user understands what is happening and

why it is taking time. Relatedly, the present design fills in as much of the table as it can as soon
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as the user selects a piece of data for inclusion. This refinement allows Mixer to communicate more

effectively its understanding of the table as the table is constructed. We thereby lessen some of the

issues participants encountered with our previous design, as to how to construct the table.

Additionally, constructing the table as soon as data is available allows more efficient use of the

user’s time. Specifically, in the previous design users engaged a tool we called the "resolver" to help

specify if they wanted a single element, a subset of element, or all elements within a column. In an

actually executing system, however, this means the user must make resolver decisions periodically

throughout the retrieval process, with lags of unknown length between decisions. In addition, in de-

signing the resolver tool we struggled to find a way for users to precisely specify what they specifically

wanted that did not feel like programming. The current design takes a different tack. It drives users

to collect a complete set of data, and then allows them to export the table they have made to a

spreadsheet, where they can use the familiar tools of spreadsheets to sort and perform calculations.

This design choice gains significant ease of use at the cost of making precision more laborious.

Two other changes from the previous design bear mention. First, whereas the previous design

presented the user with the target page and invited her to select any page element, the current design

instead pre-highlights the selectable elements on the page. This clearly communicates to the user

which actions Mixer will understand, but decreases the ability of a user to apply Mixer to novel

pages. Second, we constrain the user to copy and paste data from the workspace into a query page,

rather than typing.

3.1.3 Study

We recruited administrators to perform a user study aimed at substantiating the following hypotheses:

• H1: MixerâĂŹs table-based workspace interface provides an effective method of communication

between the human and the agent for data integration tasks:

– Administrators can conceive of and express information demands through designing and

demonstrating the form of the information in the workspace.

– Administrators can make sense of, and work with, information retrieved in collaboration

with an agent and presented in the workspace.
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• H2: Administrators will recognize the benefit of automated data integration and would be

interested in using this interface for their work.

In order to test these hypotheses we culled administrative tasks from the suggestions of participants

in our previous Wizard-of-Oz study of the Mixer interface [62]. To accommodate privacy concerns,

we shifted the tasks to different real-world domains, where we selected isomorphic tasks which pilot

participants demonstrated could realistically complete within a 90 minute experiment. Because Mixer

is not intended as a walk-up-and-use system, participants were provided with a grounding introductory

spiel and an experimenter-directed training task. After the completion of those tasks, the participants

were asked to think-aloud while completing the remaining experimental tasks. The experimenter

provided no assistance to the participants during the completion of the tasks.

We recruited N = 12 administrator volunteers for an experimental session lasting about 90 min-

utes. They were paid $15/hour for their time. Volunteers were asked if they had experience with

programming, and those who did were disqualified from participation. We began by introducing

the tool and acquainting the users with its goals and concepts. The experimenter then introduced

participants to the concept of the thinkaloud experimental setup.

Next users completed a preliminary survey detailing their background level of computer usage

and expertise. To ensure that users understood the task we asked them to take three minutes to

complete as much of a task as they could manually, specifically by copying and pasting directly from

the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) website into a spreadsheet.

Then, to illustrate the use of the system, the participant performed a representative Mixer task

with minute direction from the experimenter. The training task was:

• Task 0: Find all researchers from Institution X who published in the latest conference of Con-

ference Z

Then, one by one, we asked them to respond to messages in a pre-loaded email account. Each

message contained a request from a contrived boss for the completion of an experimental task; users

indicated completion of the task by replying to the email with their best attempt at the answer.

During the completion of the tasks, the participants’ actions and audio were recorded using Camtasia

for later analysis.
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• Task 1: Find all researchers from Institution Y who published in the latest conference of Con-

ference W

• Task 2: Find all coauthors of Researcher R in the last three years

• Task 3: Find email addresses for all members of Club C

• Task 4: Find all coauthors of Researcher S in the last three years

The tasks were mostly from the ACM domain in order to minimize the amount of domain knowl-

edge presupposed or learned in-experiment on the part of the participant. Task 1 was chosen as

an isomorph of the demonstration task to cement the participant’s understanding of the process of

extracting a subset, then using spreadsheet functionality to select the appropriate subset. Task 2 has

the same form, but the web interactions are novel, sometimes changing which pieces of information

require a new server response. Task 4 is a repeat of Task 2 with different parameters, but introduces

a minor complicated factor that Researcher S’s first paper is published alone (i.e. the only coauthor

is the first author). Task 3 is completely novel in the sense that the output of one website is used

as the input of another. Participants were not instructed how to use Mixer to combine data from

multiple websites, nor were they alerted that Task 3 had any characteristic different from the rest.

Additionally, Tasks 2 and 4 had two different solution paths. The ACM listing of an author’s

publications lists all publications with links to pages about the individual papers; alongside the link

is a listing of metadata about the paper including authors and publication date. Thus the problem

may be solved within a single page, since all needed information is present in the page. Alternately,

the problem can be solved by extracting the required metadata from each publication’s page in turn.

Following completion of the tasks, participants answered a post-study questionnaire containing

the TAM3 [57] (Technology Acceptance Model 3) instrument. TAM3 measures a new technologyâĂŹs

perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Previous research shows a strong relationship between

these two perceptions and eventual system use. TAM3 responses were made on a 7-point Likert scale

(1 = “extremely unlikely to use,” 4 = “neither,” 7 = “extremely likely to use”).

3.1.4 Findings

After the participant had correctly communicated the desired behavior to Mixer, Mixer turned control

back over with a filled table of data. In 42 (about 88%) of the tasks the participant was able to
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Figure 3.2: Number of attempts to construct the correct workspace

Figure 3.3: Participants’ ratings of Mixer along TAM constructs

correctly filter the data and direct the completed form to the experiment’s simulated boss. In one

case, a participant was unable to do so for Task 1 and gave up; that same participant was able to

correctly marshal the data in the subsequent tasks. In four cases, participants needed one or two

more attempts to effect the correct answer. In one case, a participant needed five attempts.

Our 12 participants successfully completed all tasks. They eventually constructed all of the neces-

sary tables with the agentâĂŹs help. Because the experiment required the participants to thinkaloud

as they worked, the amount of time participants took to accomplish the task is not meaningful; in-

stead, we record the number of attempts they made before they were able to productively turn control

over to Mixer. We counted an attempt every time the participant started over with a fresh workspace

during the completion of a task. All participants’ number of attempts are presented in Figure 3.2.

Participants exhibited some difficulty constructing a workspace table containing all of the in-

formation required to complete the task. 17 task attempts failed due to missing query attributes,
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for example by failing to include studentsâĂŹ names when only email addresses were strictly re-

quired. Two participants successfully extracted a spreadsheet, only to find that missing selection

attributes precluded them from sorting and filtering down to the correct answer. They immediately

re-demonstrated the correct workspace without error.

Two participants constructed a table without an attribute explicitly requested, then corrected

their oversight. Of the overlooked attributes of all categories, only one instance occurred in the

final task. Several participants appeared to struggle with Mixer’s expectation that the user would

only provide information in the first row, leaving Mixer in charge of filling subsequent rows. Three

participants, all in Task 3, tried to continue filling subsequent rows before clicking on “Fill Table.”

Two participants, again in Task 3, attempted to search multiple email addresses at once by pasting

all the names, separated by spaces, into the search box; in response, the directory application returned

no results and the participants started over. One participant attempted to explicitly select a column

of attributes from the target page.

Another common breakdown occurred with respect to participants’ decision to invoke the program

by pressing the “Fill Table” button. One participant chose to restart Task 1 after exporting a table

with unfilled cells, i.e. failing to invoke the program at all. Four participants discovered a solution

to Task 2 that did not require the use of the “Fill Table” button to complete the task. They then

expressed confusion that the âĂĲFill TableâĂİ button was inactive. Two of the confused participants

precipitously restarted after encountering the confusion. All four participants used the same approach

on Task 4 and did not hesitate to complete the task without using the “Fill Table” button. Three

additional users discovered this approach while completing Task 4. Each expressed confusion that

the invocation button had no effect, but all pressed onward and successfully completed the task.

Eight participants encountered the dialog box warning against typing in a query field. One

successfully circumvented the dialog, typing in the information and thereby causing the task attempt

to fail. One user attempted to select data not recognized by the wrapper and send it to Mixer.

Figure 3.3 shows participants’ responses to the TAM instrument. The Cronbach alpha scores,

all above 0.8, indicate that the scores are internally reliable, in the sense that answers to multiple

questions seem to measure the same underlying construct.

Many users expressed pleasant surprise at the capabilities of Mixer, using adjectives like “cool”,

“awesome”, and “brilliant.” One user said “I want this program. Even if it canâĂŹt find everybody”
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and another asked “When can I get this?” All of these laudatory quotes came immediately after the

user was able to successfully complete Task 3. Two users praised the visibility of Mixer’s practice

of showing each visited page as the table is filled. Two participants expressed displeasure at the use

of Google Docs for the spreadsheet export; they claimed to be more proficient with Microsoft Excel.

During the closing interview, several participants inquired when Mixer would be available to them

for their jobs.

3.1.5 Conclusions

Administrators could successfully use Mixer to automate tedious information retrieval tasks. They

were successful at creating the first row of a table as a way of communicating to an agent the infor-

mation they wanted. At first, many administrators struggled to complete a task. Sometimes this was

caused by software bugs in Mixer, and sometimes it was caused by participants struggling to con-

ceive of tables the agent could act upon. The agent often needs more context (additional columns)

to complete an action than the administrator strictly needs to complete their task. Administrators

struggled with including this context, indicating that, initially, they had trouble seeing the problem

from the agentâĂŹs perspective. However, the reduction in the number of attempts needed to suc-

cessfully complete a task from the first task to the fourth task (Figure 3.2) provides some evidence

that administrators can quickly learn to conceive of the tables in a way that allows the agent to assist

them with their task.

Mixer supports two types of tasks: repeated retrieval from within a single data source, and retrieval

from across more than one data source. We expected that working with more than one data source

would be more difficult, but we did not see evidence for this. A comparison of the number of attempts

made on Task 3, which required participants to connect two data sources, to the other three tasks

that all use a single data source (Figure 3.2) does not indicate that participants found the multiple

data-source task more difficult. In addition, we see nothing in the utterances during the thinkaloud to

indicate that participants made any kind of distinction between these tasks. Though administrators

struggled with the fact that Mixer requires copying and pasting into forms instead of typing, they did

not seem to find demonstrating a link between data sources challenging. This finding is especially

interesting in the light that, as indicated above, participants were not supplied with any hints to how

to effect a link between multiple data sources.
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The use of wrappers to augment the target page with a highlight indicating a legally selectable

element provides a design advance. The highlights were intended to help users understand the limi-

tations of the agent’s communication ability and to help negotiate the problem space between human

and agent. In our previous iterations of the interface, we allowed users to copy and paste from the

target page directly into the workspace table, and this often lead to breakdowns. Participants seemed

to have no trouble understanding how to use these highlights and never expressed any utterances or

opinions that this limited their ability to use Mixer to automate their work. We think this technique

could be used in many other mixed-initiative interfaces, where users struggle to understand the scope

of what the agent can do.

MixerâĂŹs interaction design specifically avoids the challenge of precise specification: the need

to communicate that the user wants only a subset from within a larger set of data. Instead, the

agent retrieves the larger set and encourages users to use a spreadsheet to filter down to the precise

information. The fact that participants were able to correctly do so using a spreadsheet corroborates

the notion that end users can conceive of the task as a nested table, and furthermore that the

unnesting of the table into a spreadsheet table is an intuitive concept for administrators.

TAM produced very high ratings for Mixer for Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Usefulness, and

Behavioral Intention (to use). Scores of 6 or above on a seven-point scale give us confidence that

administrators recognize the value of automating their tedious information retrieval tasks and that

they would likely use Mixer in their work. Additionally, users gave a high TAM score to the quality

of MixerâĂŹs output. This may be due in part to Mixer showing exactly which pages contributed

to the result as it filled in the table. Several participants singled out this aspect independently for

praise.

Mixer’s interaction design specifically deemphasizes and to a certain extent even hides the fact

that users are engaged in a programming task when they construct the first row of the table. This

is a radical departure from most work in the web PBD community. We speculate that systems that

similarly deemphasize the programming aspect of the task will generally be more likely to succeed with

nonprogrammers. Much more work would need to be done to rigorously evaluate this speculation,

though the fact that administrators with no programming experience could successfully use Mixer

and their high TAM scores reflect positively, as does the fact that nonprogrammers have struggled

with other PBD systems. In the same vein, more work would need to be done to show that the
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administratorsâĂŹ resistance to programming stems from the sense that the work is perceived to fall

outside the scope of what their job should be. We can suggest that this is a rich direction for further

research on PBD interfaces.

In terms of PBD, Mixer embraces the notion that administrators would be disinclined to use a tool

that feels like programming. The most obvious Mixer design decision in this line is that the user does

not see the program as lines of code, nor as an equivalent data-flow representation of the procedure. A

more subtle example is the way Mixer enforces copying and pasting as, from the userâĂŹs perspective,

an arbitrary constraint, rather than asking the user to understand the programming concept of using

a variable as opposed to its value. Consequently, in terms of PBD systems, Mixer is near one extreme

of the spectrum, ranging from those that expect the user to construct an explicit model of the program

as a sequence of low-level actions, to those that do not. The success of our participants in using Mixer,

as well as their recognition of its relevance and applicability to their jobs, seems to lend credence to

this notion: the less end users feel like they are engaging in âĂĲprogrammingâĂİ while using a

PBD system, the less likely they seem to be to eschew the system as unrelated to their realm of

responsibility.
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3.2 SmartWrap

3.2.1 Introduction

Millions of everyday web users routinely make sense of data driven web pages as they manually scrape

information they need to complete a task. For example, a secretary when given a list of people to

invite to a meeting, manually scrapes their email addresses from a company directory to contact them,

and might additionally retrieve titles and departmental affiliations from a separate online directory.

Web users do not find these tasks difficult, as they easily identify the information they need in the

visual presentation of the dataset.

At present, computers cannot generally analyze data driven websites and extract the underlying

dataset. However, automated access to web datasets is highly desirable for services such as content

aggregation, business and market intelligence, and search and retrieval products. TodayâĂŹs demand

for wrappers – programs that can automatically extract datasets from web pages – is robust and

supported by industry (e.g. Connotate.com). For example, at the developer market ODesk, our

analysis of postings shows people ask for crowd developers to create a new wrapper nearly once each

hour. Cheap and plentiful wrappers could contribute greatly to these services, as well as enabling

novel applications infeasible today because they require a large, diverse set of wrappers.

Many systems leverage wrappers to create datasets for a variety of applications: annotation of

webpages [55], dealing with accessibility issues [31], providing data visualization [56], discovering

and integrating data [22, 36], providing a general knowledge representation and repository [20], or

providing data for data analytics [9, 28]. The wrappers generated by our work have wide potential

applicability.

We see an opportunity to wrap the data driven web using human computation. By recapturing the

work people already do when they manually scrape pages, we can get the crowd to create wrappers

for the web. Towards this goal, we have constructed SmartWrap, an experimental interface that turns

the actions of manual web scraping into reusable wrappers. To invite use, SmartWrap assists end

users in their task of scraping a page. Through the lens of SmartWrap, we study the potential of

mobilizing a crowd of end users to construct wrappers. In order to gather contributions from as large

a crowd as possible, we pay especial attention to the abilities of nonprogrammers to create wrappers.

Our study of SmartWrap in a lab setting shows people without a programming background can
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successfully wrap most pages. In addition, a second study using Mechanical Turk shows crowdworkers

can create wrappers with the tool much more cheaply than developers taking work through ODesk.

Interestingly, after using our tool for paid tasks, many turkers have continued to use SmartWrap,

creating new wrappers for free.

This chapter represents a step towards larger scale, crowd-based wrapper construction. Our

studies show that SmartWrapâĂŹs use of a spreadsheet metaphor makes the commonplace action

of manually scraping a page equivalent to the more specialized task of constructing a wrapper for

many types of web datasets. Thereby most web users would be capable of constructing wrappers for

their own purposes. Additionally, those who could not or did not wish to demonstrate a scraping

activity could simply make use of wrappers contributed by others. When no such wrapper existed,

they could choose to provide the URL and provide a small amount of funding to pay others to do so.

We estimate the amounts such users would have to contribute to cover the costs paid to workers on

Mechanical Turk.

The contributions of the present chapter are as follows. First, we describe the interaction design

of SmartWrap, our dataset labeling tool that presents a scraping task to the user in terms of spread-

sheet operations. Second, we present evidence that end users, including those without programming

training, can make use of the tool to construct high-quality wrappers for a variety of web pages. We

present data demonstrating this from a small lab study, and follow it up additional data from a larger

study with workers on Mechanical Turk. Third, we present evidence that turkers can be motivated

to use the tool for tasks for moderate cost, as compared against the costs of hiring a small sample of

programmers through ODesk. Fourth, we present indications that a subset of end users would use

the tool without pay, based on data from voluntary uses of the tool by turkers.

3.2.2 Datasets on the Web

Most database driven webpages present a sequence of records from an underlying dataset, and each

record adheres to a schema, displaying mostly the same fields. For example, a database of books

may contain a title, author, and cover image for each book. A webpage that renders a list of books

using this database uses a visual layout intended to support a userâĂŹs task. Sites use a wide

variety of layouts. In the book example, the page might place cover, title, and author in consecutive

cells (Figure 3.4a), or it might place the cover on the left with title and author stacked to the right
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(Figure 3.4d). A wrapper describes the underlying dataset based on how individual elements are laid

out in the HTML, essentially reversing the rendering process. A wrapper is reusable when it can be

used to scrape different data presented through the same layout.

For an end-user to make a wrapper, they must abstract away the layout design and see the

underlying dataset. Although the underlying HTML of two different layouts may formally differ very

little, the visual layout may affect markedly how an end user understands the data set. Figure 3.4

illustrates several common visual layouts. Note that while each is visually distinct, they all use the

same dataset of title, author, and cover image. Also, all may be constructed through various web

technologies, e.g. the HTML <table/> tag or CSS. We make use of the following rough taxonomy of

visual layouts. In the Table layout, fields are laid out side-by-side and records proceed down the page.

In a List layout, records proceed down the page; when fields with a record are arranged vertically we

call the layout a Simple List. In a Grid layout, records proceed across the page, possibly continuing

in subsequent rows. We call the layout a Formatted List (when the records proceed down the page)

or a Formatted Grid (when the records proceed across the page) when each record uses an internal

layout more complex than simply listing each field on a subsequent line.

Web pages commonly use two additional layout patterns that make them more difficult to abstract

into a wrapper. First, many pages may contain multiple datasets. For example, a webpage might

present a list of winter boots based on the userâĂŹs search query, and on the same page, might

present a list of other recommended winter clothing that is not shoes. Second, many layouts show

nested items. For example, a book can have two or more authors. In this case the underlying dataset

differs from the previous book examples in that the author has a one-to-many structure.

Given that many users do, in practice, manually scrape datasets from web pages into usable

spreadsheets [54], it is clear that they are able to locate the relevant data and to formulate it as a

table. The task of identifying and understanding the transformations of datasets presented visually

is currently beyond the state of the art for fully automatic systems (see e.g. [56]).

3.2.3 Design Process and Design

In order to ground our design in the actual distribution of visual layouts used for data sets on the

web, we gathered a collection of web pages from workers on Mechanical Turk. We paid Turkers

to submit examples of pages that contained "many similar items which you might want to copy
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Figure 3.4: Visual layouts possible for the same data. Clockwise from top left, (a) is a simple table
with records arranged vertically and fields arranged horizontally, with fields aligned vertically; (b) is
a simple list, with fields arranged vertically; (c) is a simple grid, with horizontal records containing
vertically arranged fields, wrapping onto subsequent lines of records; (d) is a formatted list, with
formatted records arranged vertically; and (e) a formatted grid, with formatted records arranged
horizontally. Variations of (d) and (e) are possible.
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to a spreadsheet." The task reminded workers that the items might be structured "as a chart or

table or list." Turkers provided 375 examples of unique pages. We then analyzed these to identify

different layouts, or patterns designers repeatedly used to convert a dataset into a design users could

understand. We categorized the layouts according to the taxonomy presented above (see Table 3.1).

We wanted to make a tool that allows end users to express the mapping between the various types

of layouts and the underlying dataset, such that a wrapper induction system could use the mapping

to produce a reusable wrapper. The variety of layouts used led us to expect that some layouts, e.g.

simple tables, would be easier to map than others, such as grids. We also expected that nesting and

the use of multiple datasets would be harder for users.

We envision three distinct groups of users for the tool. First, we wanted to make it easy for users

to scrape their own web pages, and we wanted to provide assistance with that task so that users would

contribute wrappers. Second, we wanted users who did not wish to wrap pages to be able to make

use of wrappers contributed by previous users, so that when they reached a previously wrapped page

the tool would simply display the wrapped dataset. When these wrapper consumers came across an

unwrapped dataset, they could indicate to the tool that they desired, and were willing to pay a small

amount for, a wrapper for the dataset. The system would then post the task to a microtask system

where a third group of wrapper crowdworkers would collaborate to construct a wrapper, funded by

the consumerâĂŹs contribution. The consumer would receive notification about the wrapper when

it was complete.

Our goals led us to two requirements. First, we wanted to make a tool that could be used by people

not formally trained in programming, so that such end users could create wrappers for themselves

rather than relying on assistance from programmers. Second, the interface needed to create a shared

understanding between the user and the agent on what the agent could and did understand in order

for the user to successfully express the layout as a dataset. These requirements led us to modify

the interactions specified previously [16, 55], where some users struggled to understand which fields

shared a column and less technical users seemed to struggle to complete the tasks.

We implemented SmartWrap as a Firefox extension. The tool analyzes visited pages while it is

active. The tool sees the same content as the user, without awareness of whether or how the user

is authenticated. The tool uses a spreadsheet metaphor for laying out the dataset, because of its

previous successful uses in end user programming tools.
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Display-table pattern Percentage
Simple Table 39%
Formatted List 32%
Simple List 18%
Simple Grid 9%
Formatted Grid 2%
Other Features Percentage
Nesting 4%
Multiple Tables 14%

Table 3.1: Distribution of visual layouts in the examples provided by Turkers.

Figure 3.5: The design places a spreadsheet interface to the right of the original webpage. The
user maneuvers the blue box (a) to drag the data into the appropriate box (b) of the spreadsheet,
working in any order. The selected data is shown in the spreadsheet (c) and also by the highlighting
introduced into the webpage (d). When the spreadsheet is complete, the user can choose to Preview
(e) the collaboratively constructed wrapper.
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Figure 3.6: When the user presses the Preview button (a) the system responds by (i) extrapolating
the wrapper for the webpage (ii) applying the wrapper to scrape the current page and (iii) presenting
the output (b) of the wrapper. The user may then examine that the output matches what they expect.
The original page is still open in another tab (c) and the user may review that the highlighting (see
Figure 3.5(d)) covers all expected cells.

When the user encounters a page they wish to wrap, they press a button in the browser chrome.

The tool then opens a sidebar to the right of the target window showing a spreadsheet-like interface

ready to be filled with data (right side of Figure 3.5). The left pane maintains an unaltered view of

the target, allowing the user to keep an overview of both the page being wrapped and the state of

the wrapper construction. In addition, the outline of the spreadsheet shows a blank first and second

row for a single column, helping to communicate the userâĂŹs task of constructing the first two rows

to communicate the dataset to the agent.

Our system needed to communicate to the user which elements on the target page the agent could

understand. Instead of allowing the user to select any text and struggling to generalize from the

user’s selection, SmartWrap displays a blue box that enumerates only those selections that the agent

will be able to comprehend. The tool allows the selection of any single HTML element. This provides

a kind of “feed-forward” mechanism precluding the user from making unproductive choices.

To select an item, the user clicks and drags the blue-boxed item over to the right-hand pane, and

drops it into the appropriate cell. After the drop, SmartWrap provides two forms of feedback. First,

the spreadsheet incorporates the content and provides an additional column for the user to drop new
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content into. Simultaneously, an orange highlight appears, letting users know which elements on the

target page have been incorporated into the wrapper (Figure 3.5d).

Using the same drag-and-drop procedure, the user populates the remaining fields into the spread-

sheet, including column headings and a table name, if available. Column headings and a table name

are optional and can be typed or dropped from the target page. SmartWrap allows the user to work

in any order they choose. The tool supports Undo operations to fix mistakes or explore alternatives.

When the user is satisfied that the two rows of the spreadsheet correspond accurately with two

of the rows of the underlying dataset, they initiate the construction of the wrapper by selecting

the “Preview” button (Figure 3.5e). In response, the tool sends the examples to a server, which

extrapolates a wrapper for the page, as described below. The tool immediately runs the wrapper on

the webpage and extracts the remaining rows of the underlying table. It then displays the extracted

result (Figure 3.6b) in a new tab in the left-hand pane of the browser window. The user can easily

check that the output of the wrapper visually matches the examples in the spreadsheet. Additionally,

all of the fields of the dataset are highlighted in the original webpage, so the user can switch to that

tab (Figure 3.6c) and scan to make sure all the extracted fields are as expected.

If the user is satisfied that the wrapper has extracted the correct information, they can endorse

the wrapper by selecting the “Save and Close” button (Figure 3.6c). In response, the tool uploads

the constructed wrapper to a central server and makes it available to anyone wishing to scrape the

page or otherwise use the wrapper. Note that the user does not see any representation of the wrapper

itself, but only the output of running it on the current page. We insulate the user from the program

because evaluating the output of a program on a concrete example is much easier than establishing

the correctness of that program.

The construction of a wrapper by the server currently uses a simple heuristic, which is not original

to SmartWrap, to generalize the spreadsheet contents into reusable rules for extracting a full dataset

from the page. The generalization begins with the assumption that the transformation acts in the

same way on each record. The server locates the path of the HTML element containing each record

and then the relative path from there to each field’s contents within the record. Further records

are located by reusing these paths on the rest of the document. This heuristic works for a broad

collection of pages, including those used in the lab study. The collection provided by Turkers include

many examples where the heuristic fails, including many which we believe will require probabilistic
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techniques. We intend to examine such techniques in future work, and to investigate whether end

users can still use the SmartWrap tool when the generalization uses more robust techniques that may

behave more unpredictably.

Our central goal is allowing wrapper construction by as large a crowd as possible, particularly

including the large population of end users not exposed to programming or programming training.

We set out to empirically validate our engagement of this crowd by testing the following hypotheses:

H1 Programmers and non-programmers will be able to deconstruct a layout into a spreadsheet

detailing the dataset.

H2 Programmers and non-programmers will be able to create a wrapper with the tool in less time

and with less effort than programming a wrapper.

H3 Programmers will be moderately more successful at deconstructing a page presenting multiple

datasets.

H4 Programmers will be moderately more successful at deconstructing a dataset with nested struc-

ture.

Previous research predicts a positive answer to H1: end users routinely interact successfully with

spreadsheets [43, 42] and with datasets on the web [54], and previous systems have evaluated the

performance of small groups of users with web datasets [16, 15, 55]. We here evaluate H1 for a

larger group of users. H2 has guided our design, and we present an informal comparison between

employing programmers for wrapper construction versus the results of end users in our studies. H3

and H4 follow from theoretical predictions that programmers exhibit greater facility with abstraction

[2]. Based on the theory, therefore, we expect to find a performance gap between programmers and

nonprogrammers, and we do not expect our design to entirely close the gap. Our design does, however,

attempt to minimize the performance gap, so positive answers to H3 and H4 are contingent on the

gap being small: programmers are âĂĲmoderatelyâĂİ more successful, rather than âĂĲextremelyâĂİ

more successful at these tasks.

3.2.4 Evaluation

To evaluate these hypotheses, we performed two studies. The first study we performed in the lab in

order to collect detailed data about participantsâĂŹ performance of the wrapping tasks. To check
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that the performance generalizes beyond the lab setting, we followed up with a larger group of users

recruited through AmazonâĂŹs Mechanical Turk. We made an informal comparison of the costs

of eliciting wrappers from turkers to hiring programmers on ODesk. We close by making some

observations about turkers who made use of the tool outside of the context of the paid tasks.

Lab Study

For the lab study tasks, we manually selected a subset of eleven webpages to wrap containing a broad

selection of the design-table patterns. We expected that simple tables would be easy to transfer into

spreadsheets, so we selected several simple tables as introductory tasks (tasks 1-4), allowing users to

gain confidence in the use of the tool. Although tasks 1-4 were all simple tables, they differed in that

tasks 3 and 4 contained significantly more columns than tasks 1 and 2. Tasks 5-7 were lists. Task 8

was a grid. Task 9 was a formatted table, but with the added complication that the page contained

multiple tables. Tasks 10 and 11 were simple tables that exhibited nesting.

We recruited 30 participants to come to our lab. Participants were recruited from a website

that maintains contact with local people interested in participating in research studies. The website

requires participants to be over 18 for reasons of consent, and this was our only exclusion criterion.

Each participant took a brief survey [18] about their technical background, including exposure to

programming and/or programming instruction. Each participant was given a brief introduction to

the tool, and then asked to watch a series of short training videos describing use of the tool. We

chose to use training videos as the emergence of youtube has made this a common way for people to

learn how to perform specific software tasks. We asked participants to proceed through the tasks 1

through 11 sequentially, allowing them to review the training videos as needed.

While performing the tasks, we asked them to âĂĲthink aloudâĂİ in order to capture both their

understanding of the task and their sense of how the tool worked. We recorded all screen actions

and narratives, and coded the recordings to analyze participantsâĂŹ performance on the tasks. We

asked participants to strive for completeness and accuracy in the extracted spreadsheets, but told

them that they could skip a task if they felt frustrated after several attempts. We never asked them

to complete the tasks as quickly as possible.
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Lab Findings

The 30 participants exhibited a fairly diverse array of technical backgrounds. All reported basic

computer skills, including opening programs and using copy and paste. Twenty-five (25) of the

participants (83%) reported using a formula in a spreadsheet. Twelve (40%) reported having written

a program. We asked about experience with a variety of technical phenomena, but a Principal

Components Analysis found that the self-report of having written a program was highly correlated

(ρ ≈ 0.89) with the first principal component, which accounts for about 30% of the total variation.

In what follows, we concentrate on comparing programmers and nonprogrammers, based on survey

responses. Of the 12 programmers, 7 reported having used advanced techniques, like recursion.

Over the course of the study, participants spent 1106 minutes attempting 252 tasks. Of the

attempted tasks, 222 tasks (88%) were completed correctly, in the sense that participants successfully

placed two rows of data into the spreadsheet interface. The other 30 were abandoned. The mean

time spent on a wrapper was 4:24 and the median was 3:10; these measurements include the time

spent on a task before abandonment. 72% of the tasks were completed in less than 5 minutes, and

94% in less than 10 minutes.

On average, each participant successfully completed 8 tasks, with a standard deviation of 3 tasks.

Two participants, both nonprogrammers who reported having used a formula in a spreadsheet, spent

35 minutes on 4 and 3 tasks respectively without completing any tasks, and are removed from the

subsequent quantitative analyses as outliers. Programmers were more successful overall than nonpro-

grammers: 97% of attempted tasks were successful versus 83% of tasks attempted by nonprogrammers.

The increased success rate of programmers was particularly marked in the tasks involving multiple

datasets and nesting. The baseline improvement for being a programmer was 14% (97% - 83%), and

for Tasks 9, 10, and 11 it was 31% (78% - 57%). An independent samples t-test rejects the null

hypothesis that the difference in success rate is zero: t(83) = 2.08, p = 0.04. This lends support for

hypotheses H3 and H4.

The design of the study allowed participants to abandon a task at any time. To control for

individual and systematic persistence, we model the study as a proportional hazards competing

risk model [53], where after each attempt the task is “at risk” of either ending in success, or being

abandoned by the participant. The independent variables in the model are whether or not the

participant is a programmer, and which task is being attempted; a random effect is introduced for
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Task Success time attempts fields dragged / extracted
T1: simple 90% 3:43 ± 3:45 1.2 ± 0.56 4 / 134
T2: simple 92% 4:18 ± 4:44 1.3 ± 0.48 6 / 150
T3: simple 92% 3:23 ± 1:13 1.0 ± 0 18 / 477
T4: simple 60% 6:05 ± 3:55 1.4 ± 0.79 18 / 594
T5: list 90% 2:37 ± 1:49 1.5 ± 1.3 8 / 100
T6: list 94% 4:26 ± 2:25 2.0 ± 1.3 14 / 105
T7: list 94% 3:16 ± 2:04 1.7 ± 1.5 6 / 324
T8: grid 87% 4:12 ± 3:44 1.9 ± 1.7 4 / 38
T9: multi 80% 5:29 ± 4:17 1.8 ± 1.2 12 / 102
T10: nested 73% 5:39 ± 2:37 2.0 ± 1.0 14 / 1050
T11: nested 43% 2:51 ± 1:30 1.3 ± 0.8 6 / 741

Table 3.2: Summary of participant completion of the individual tasks. The final column shows how
many fields the participant had to drag for the most complete spreadsheet and how many total fields
were extracted into that spreadsheet.

Outcome Hazard Ratio (HR) log HR SE
success 1.63 (p < 0.01) 0.49 0.17
abandonment 0.21 (p < 0.01) −1.56 0.55

Table 3.3: coefficients of the competing risks analysis, showing the ratio of hazard for exposure to
programming

each participant to control for individual variability.

Table 3.3 shows the results of the competing risks analysis. The second column shows the multi-

plier for the “hazard function” of terminating the task by success, or by abandonment. Programmers

do indeed have both a reduced rate of abandonment (more persistent) and an increased rate of success

(more skilled) at tasks. Specifically, a programmer has about a 79% reduction (1 − 79% = 0.21) in

the hazard of abandoning a task, and a 63% greater (1+63% = 1.63) chance of succeeding on a given

task attempt, both statistically significant at the p < 0.01 level. The model also estimates the base

hazard rate, estimating that about 50% of tasks attempted by nonprogrammers succeed on the first

attempt, versus 70% of tasks attempted by programmers.

The think aloud transcripts revealed some conceptual difficulties encountered by the participants.

Many participants were initially confused that the target page continued to act like a normal webpage,

navigating to a new page when a link is clicked, or, in Task 4, sorting a table when a table header

was clicked. Most participants eventually learned this behavior. Several participants vocalized doubt

whether some web elements, like images and links, belonged in the spreadsheet. Four participants

expressed pleasant surprise when they were able to place images in the spreadsheet. Many partici-
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pants expressed frustration that SmartWrapâĂŹs blue box only allowed them to select whole HTML

elements, and not the cell contents they wanted. With respect to nested structure, the most common

approach (60% of participants) was the one the tool accepted: to construct a spreadsheet with re-

peated cells for the shared nesting information. Other common approaches were to try to construct a

shared cell two rows high, to leave a blank cell for the repeated cell, or to create additional columns

for each nested column.

Many participants became frustrated with the tool at some point while completing the tasks.

Four participants complained specifically about the time spent waiting for the server tool to respond.

One participant complained about the blue selector “boxes becoming big and small,” finding them

“confusing and irritating.” Eleven (11) participants expressed frustration when they felt they had

correctly communicated the dataset to SmartWrap but the tool was not able to extract the table.

Two participants were especially annoyed that the selection did not allow construction of the precise

dataset they wanted; one commented “it was really infuriating that I couldn’t select certain pieces of

text.” Another participant commented “it was fun at first, but then it got frustrating.” Conversely, five

participants expressed relief when the tool successfully extracted a table. Ten participants volunteered

praise for the tool in the think aloud. Two participants commented that the output looked “pretty

nice.” Two participants were pleasantly surprised by the inclusion of images in the output table.

One participant singled out the “nice drag” of the tool, and another found that “the undo is very

helpful.” Five participants offered general praise for the tool, calling it “real cool” or “pretty neat.”

Two participants stated that they would envision using the tool in their daily lives.

Mechanical Turk Study

To ensure that our results generalize beyond the sample of web pages and participants used in the lab

study, we chose to run a second study with workers on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Specifically, our

goal was to evaluate whether a larger number of crowdworkers would successfully construct wrappers,

on the larger collection of 375 web pages described above. Additionally, we wanted to estimate, based

on MTurk’s micropayments for the tasks, the approximate costs of obtaining a high quality wrapper

from crowdworkers.

We invited workers on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to extract datasets from the gathered websites

into the spreadsheet interface. These participants had no training, but did have access to the training
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videos. For each task, the worker was presented with a link to a website, chosen randomly from the

collection of sites, and offered $0.10 to extract the dataset. Workers were permitted to label websites

as non-datasets, and to report errors encountered. The task description promised workers a bonus

for datasets correctly extracted. The amount of the bonus was not specified in the task description,

but we paid $0.30. Workers who completed at least one task were offered payment to complete

the same survey as the lab participants regarding their technical background. The spreadsheets

submitted by workers were evaluated on a three-point scale with values 0 for wholly incorrect or

empty spreadsheets, 1 for plausible spreadsheets with incorrect cells or merged columns, and 2 for

high-quality spreadsheets, which well matched the underlying dataset of the linked webpage.

Mechanical Turk Findings

In the MTurk study, 121 workers completed 1528 tasks, approximately three quarters of which (991)

contained extracted datasets. About 56% of the surveyed workers reported having written a program.

Based on MTurk’s report of times when workers accepted and submitted a task (though of course

they could be multitasking during that interval), workers spent about 5906 minutes working on the

extracted datasets. The average time per dataset was about 6 minutes, and 84% of datasets were

submitted less than 10 minutes after being accepted. A small number of workers contributed a large

amount of the work; about 70% of the tasks were completed by the 25 workers who each completed

at least 20 tasks.

Turkers were significantly less likely to indicate a page using a table layout as a non-dataset

(t(675)=–7.42, p<0.001). Pages using a list layout were significantly more likely to be marked as

non-datasets (t(1102)=7.47, p<0.001).

We judge the submitted spreadsheets as incorrect 16% of the time, plausible 44% of the time,

and high-quality 40% of the time. Workers who reported programming experience were significantly

less likely to submit incorrect spreadsheets (t(232)=2.34, p<0.05). Interestingly, programmers were

not significantly more likely to submit high-quality spreadsheets as compared to plausible. Contrary

to H3 and H4, nonprogrammers actually produced high quality spreadsheets for pages with multiple

tables and nested structure with slightly higher frequency than programmers, though the difference

was not statistically different from zero.

Simple tables were more likely to be transcribed with high quality (t(114)=5.77, p<0.001) than
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1-P(skip) P(quality) # needed cost
table 86% ± 2% 72% ± 5% 1.6 ± 0.2 $0.40 ± $0.10
list 61% ± 3% 29% ± 5% 5.9 ± 1.3 $1.15 ± $0.45
grid 64% ± 7% 9% ± 6% 23 ± 15 $4.55 ± $3.25

Table 3.4: Estimates of the costs to have a 95% chance of receiving at least one high quality response.

non-tables, affirming the decreased cognitive burden of placing a table in a spreadsheet. Lists

(t(244)=–5.09, p<0.001) and grids (t(234)=–6.82, p<0.001) were both significantly less likely to

be transcribed with high quality.

These observations allow us to make some estimates of the costs of eliciting high quality wrappers

from MTurk workers (see Table 3). The first column estimates the probability that a given web page

of the corresponding type will be perceived as a data set by a worker. The second column estimates

the probability that the worker’s response will be high-quality, conditioned on being treated as a data

set. The product of these probabilities yields an estimate of the number of assignments needed to

encounter at least one high quality response, shown in the third column. Assuming workers are paid

for plausible and high- quality responses, as in the study, this estimate can be used to derive a cost

estimate, shown in the fourth column. These cost estimates assume the same payment structure as

in the study, and could be decreased in several ways, e.g. by paying less (or not at all) for merely

plausible wrappers. As shown in Table 3, for pages with a table layout, people would need to make

2 wrapper requests to be 95% sure of receiving a high quality wrapper (∼$0.45). With a list layout,

people would need about 8 requests (∼$1.40). A grid would require over several dozen requests

(∼$17.30). A wrapper for a list is an order of magnitude more expensive than a wrapper for a table,

and a grid yet another order of magnitude more expensive.

Datasets exhibiting nesting were less likely to be successfully wrapped. Nesting seems to add

about an order of magnitude to the number of requests required. Since the number of pages using

grid layouts and nesting is small, both estimates exhibit a fairly large variance.

ODesk Study

To get an informal sense of the market for wrappers constructed by programmers, we looked at the

jobs posted to ODesk. ODesk lets job posters label jobs with the “web scraping” tag, which are

mostly scraping and wrapping work. We monitored the RSS feed for this tag over an 18 day period

and observed the frequency of postings. Separately, to explore the market rate of wrapper work, we
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posted job advertisements on ODesk for programmers to construct a wrapper for a simple table.

Over the 18 days of observation, 220 new scraping tasks were posted. Extrapolating from this,

we estimate that between 85 and 105 tasks are posted each week.

The programmers who successfully completed our posted tasks charged an average hourly rate of

$8.89 and billed an average completion time of 70 minutes, yielding an estimate of about $9.76 for a

wrapper for a simple table.

Voluntary Usage

In order to complete the HITs, turkers were given access to the tool, and some continued to use the

tool for tasks unrelated to the HITs, for which they received no payment. We observed 209 such

voluntary usages of the tool, i.e. for every seven paid usages we saw about one voluntary usage.

This set of voluntary usages visited a total of 59 different domains. Of this set of visited domains,

6 domains were visited with more than 10 distinct wrapped pages per domain, and 43 domains were

visited exactly once. The domains with more than 10 distinct wrapped pages account for about 60%

of the voluntary usages.

Discussion

The overall success rate in Table 3.2 lends support for hypothesis H1, suggesting that most people

will be able to use a tool such as SmartWrap to make an effective wrapper for themselves. Our

lab study indicates people with programming experience would experience a higher rate of success,

partially due to increased persistence and ability to abstract; however, this did not seem to be the

case with crowdworkers, who may be more motivated to complete simple tasks than more complex

tasks. Alternately, turkers unable to complete SmartWrap tasks, regardless of technical ability, may

have self-selected out of the sample.

The overall short amounts of time spent on each task lend support for H2. Extrapolating from the

lab data suggests that about 95% of web pages containing datasets could be wrapped by an end-user

in under 10 minutes. The informal estimates of programmer costs derived from ODesk indicate that

use of SmartWrap lowers by an order of magnitude the time and monetary cost of constructing a

wrapper.

A design choice that caused participants pain was the use of the blue box to delineate the selectable
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elements of the page. On the one hand, participants found it to be a usable means of selecting elements

without grappling with the DOM structure of the page. On the other hand, several participants did

remark on having to settle for a different dataset than the one they wanted because the text they

wanted was not selectable. The blue box interface presented here seems to meet well the needs of

new or casual users, being easy to pick up and precluding selections that are not interpretable by the

tool. In future versions of the tool, advanced or experienced users might appreciate an additional

mechanism to select richer parts of the page. Users’ struggle to disambiguate an element from its

ancestor elements indicate that the selection behavior should try to assist the user more.

Several lab participants did not think the tool could be used for nested structures. One possible

way to inform users that they can build spreadsheets with nesting is simply to add such structures

to the training videos. This approach could also clarify that images and links can be placed in the

spreadsheet. But many users will not use or attend to the documentation. Another way to encourage

nesting behavior would be to have the tool assist with it. For example, when detecting that the same

element has been dragged into two consecutive rows, the tool could ask the user whether the two cells

should be merged, making it clear that the cell nests the other columns of the spreadsheet.

The participation rates in the MTurk study provide evidence that crowdworkers will be willing

to provide requested wrappers for reasonable costs. This might be a great choice for end users who

want to make use of a wrapper but cannot make their own – for example people with very low-level

computer skills – to get the desired wrapper at a cost much lower than hiring a programmer to write

it. Such users could make use of an exchange, whereby they specify the pages they want wrapped and

fund the appropriate amount to pay for generating the wrappers. The exchange would then find and

pay the crowdworkers, making the finished wrapper available to the requester when it is complete.

We did not expect turkers to voluntarily perform scraping tasks in the numbers that we observed,

as we had not invited or solicited anyone to use the tool outside of the paid tasks. We surmise they

conceived a task from their own experience and attempted to use the tool for that task. We submit

this voluntary engagement with the tool as tentative evidence for H2, specifically that a small crowd

of end users will contribute wrappers to SmartWrap without payment, simply because they value its

assistance with a mundane manual scraping task. At present, we have little ability to follow up with

these voluntary users due to privacy concerns, but we intend to study their engagement in future

work.
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3.2.5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the design of SmartWrap, a tool enabling end users to construct, in collaboration

with a software agent, a reusable wrapper simply by demonstrating some of the actions of a standard

manual scraping task into a spreadsheet. The studies demonstrated that end users can successfully

make use of the tool for a broad array of common layouts in use on the web, explicitly establishing

that people without programming training can make many of the wrappers they desire to use.

The data demonstrate that a relatively small change in the task (e.g. extracting data from a table

as opposed to a grid) changes the difficulty of the task for end users. This increases the number of

crowdworkers required to accomplish the task, and hence the cost, by an order of magnitude. Not

surprisingly, crowdworkers produce lower quality results compared to participants in a laboratory

study. However, much to our surprise, crowdworkers who reported higher technical skill did not

construct significantly more high-quality wrappers than others.

This work has shown that everyday web users can effectively contribute to a growing collection

of reusable wrappers for web datasets. We have also presented evidence that end users can and will

contribute high quality wrappers for many datasets. We have derived cost estimates for eliciting these

wrappers from crowdworkers, based on how many wrappers one would need to purchase in order to

have 95% confidence of receiving at least one high-quality wrapper.

In future work, we intend to follow-up on the vision of the wrapper exchange discussed above.

An engineering concern we have left unfinished here is that it is still laborious to determine which

wrappers from a contributed set are high-quality. Given a solution, possibly by asking additional end

users to rate or compare contributed wrappers, we intend to explore the feasibility of the wrapper

exchange as a vehicle for accumulating and allowing access to a large collection of web wrappers.

Specifically, we would be interested to know if volunteers contribute wrappers, if wrapper consumers

request and fund wrapper work, and if workers would contribute wrappers at the offered rates.
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Chapter 4

Proposed Work

Crowdsourcing and Human Computation systems deliver value by employing the labor of a large

number of human workers, and re-purposing that labor for the benefit of one or more constituencies.

The promised benefits, however, arrive only if the workers will perform the labor at the proposed

price, and if the labor can be effectively transformed into the expected result. We propose to explore

the problem of crowdsourcing wrappers from end users, and to evaluate our work in these terms.

Specifically, we intend to present evidence supporting or undermining the following hypotheses:

Capacity End Users without programming training and without training in an annotation scheme

can contribute high quality wrappers

Paid Labor Force Micropayment (e.g. Mechanical Turk) workers will provide high quality wrap-

pers for low cost

Voluntary Labor Force Web users wishing to scrape datasets will contribute high quality wrappers

for free in exchange for assistance with the tedious scraping task

Re-use User contributions can be used to wrap later instances of the wrapped pages

Extrapolation User contributions can be used to construct wrappers for unseen pages

4.1 Quality Metrics

Evaluations of the Capacity, Paid Labor Force and Voluntary labor Force hypotheses rely on deter-

minations of whether or not a given wrapper is high quality. Here, we discuss what we mean by a
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User Extracted Schema Precision Recall F1
U1 (A) 1 1/3 1/2
U2 (A,B||C) 1/2 1/3 4/10

Table 4.1: Precision and Recall statistics for two relation extractions (with true schema (A,B,C)),
decomposed and evaluated as attribute extraction tasks

User Extracted Schema Precision Recall F1
U1 (A) 1 1/3 1/2
U2 (A,B||C) 1 2/3 8/10

Table 4.2: Precision and Recall statistics for two relation extractions (with true schema (A,B,C)),
with the proposed correction to the evaluation

wrapper being high quality.

4.1.1 Modified Precision and Recall

We first consider an anomaly in the straightforward application of the standard metrics of recall and

precision to the cells of the relation extracted from a page.

Consider a relation with N records, each record containing attributes A, B and C. User U1

extracts N unary records containing only attribute A, and U2 extracts N binary records containing

attributes A and B||C, i.e. an attribute concatenating the values of the true attribute B and C. Note

that this situation occurs with some frequency, since users have different notions of the granularity

of the information they perceive as part of their relation of interest.

Comparing the attribute lists extracted by U1 and U2 in the simplest way would give poor results,

summarized in Table 4.1. U1 would have perfect precision (since no attribute is incorrect) and recall

of one column of three. U2 would have precision of one half (since B||C matches no column of the

true schema) and recall of one column of three. As a result, U1’s extraction is scored higher than

that of U2. But this violates the intuition that the extraction of U2 is fundamentally more useful:

beginning with U2’s relation, a data-cleaning operation can recover columns B and C, but has no

hope of doing so from U1’s relation.

To correct for this, we propose to consider an extracted cell as correct, for the purposes of precision,

if it matches a cell of the correct relation, or a cell of the relation whose columns are the closure of the

columns of the correct relation under concatenation. A similar adjustment applies to recall, where
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a cell in the correct relation “matches” a cell of the extracted table if it is a prefix of that cell1, and

recall is the proportion of the number of matched cells to the total number of cells in the true relation.

Thus, as summarized in Table 4.2, User U2 would be penalized for missing column B or column C,

but not both.

4.1.2 User Judgments

The above metric can only be calculated when we have access to the ground truth relation for a page.

When we do not, we can use the less expensive option of asking users, or annotators, or the

researcher, to subjectively rate the wrapper’s output versus the page. Alternately, we can ask users

to decide which of two wrapper outputs better reflects the page, a task which users seem to find

easier [5].

When we do not have ground truth for a page, as a shortcut we can assume that the best-rated

relation for that page is correct, and calculate the metric as above.

4.2 A Corpus of Paid Wrappers

In order to determine whether a reliable labor force is available to construct wrappers for an appropri-

ate cost, we first examine what pages we would want wrapped. In a closed domain, we could simply

choose a set of wrappers and evaluate the system’s performance on that set. In an open domain,

on the other hand, we would like to evaluate the system over the set of pages a user is interested

in, which we do not know in advance. We are trying to approximately measure the probability that

when a user is interested in using a wrapper for a page, that the system would be able to construct a

satisfactory wrapper for the user’s purposes. As an approximation to sampling over all web data sets

of user interest, we gathered a corpus of pages containing data sets from turkers. This page corpus,

described in more detail in Section 3.2, contains only links to pages, it does not contain wrappers for

them.

We propose to use this page corpus to evaluate whether paid workers on Mechanical Turk can

provide high quality wrappers for the pages in the corpus. We intend to ask each turker to contribute

a wrapper for a page sampled from the corpus. This will probably involve refining the wrapper
1to prevent recall greater than unity, each true cell can match at most one extracted cell
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elicitation tool and the Mechanical Turk task to improve the quality and quantity of responses. If

the Paid Labor Force hypothesis is true then we expect to gather wrappers for several hundred pages

for low aggregate cost. This work has been started, with preliminary results presented in Section 3.2,

and is ongoing.

In addition to the quantity of wrappers contributed by turkers, we intend to study the quality

of the turker contributions. A laborious approach to evaluating quality would involve constructing a

custom wrapper for each page in the corpus, in order to compare user contributions against a gold

standard. A lower fidelity and less laborious approach would be to grade a sample of contributions,

and then measure other contributed wrappers against the highest graded wrapper for a given page.

We intend to grade a large sample of the wrappers and use hand-constructed wrappers to validate

that the graded wrappers provide a meaningful estimate of the actual quality of the contributions.

4.2.1 Empirical Analysis of Web Datasets

As described in Section 3.2, we collected 375 web data sets from Mechanical Turk workers. Addi-

tionally, we observed that tasks on ODesk [45] with the “web scraping” tag arrive at a rate of about

85 to 105 per week. Of these, about 29% (± 6%) contain publicly-accessible links to be wrapped in

the description. From these figures, we estimate that ODesk tasks will contribute between 19 and 36

datasets each week. As a third stream of wrapper demand, we observed that some of the workers paid

to use SmartWrap through Mechanical Turk continued to do so outside the context of the paid tasks.

We can view the 243 pages visited by those volunteer workers, as well as any additional volunteer

activity in future, as expressions of demand for wrappers for those pages.

Taking these streams of datasets as representative of the distribution of web datasets, we can

estimate useful characteristics of that distribution. We would like to maximize the probability that

a (randomly drawn) dataset will be wrappable by the crowd. In Section 3.2 we derived estimates of

proportions of the distribution using various layouts, i.e. tables, lists, and grids and observed that

crowdworkers struggled more with lists and grids than with tables. Additionally, we estimated the

proportion of pages containing multiple or nested datasets. Given the sample of pages and their DOM

structures, we additionally plan to estimate how often the following criteria are violated, and also

how their violation impacts crowdworkers’ conceptual ability to wrap the pages.

C1 For each relation, there exists a subtree of the DOM which dominates the contents of all attributes
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select ’<body><div id="r1">’;
select ’<div class="r1row"><div class="a1">’ || a1 ||

’</div><div class="a2">’ || a2 || ’</div></div>’ from r1;
select ’</div><div id="r2">’;
select ’<div class="a3">’ || a3 || ’</div>’ from r2;
select ’</div></body>’;

Figure 4.1: A simple template generating an HTML page from two relations

in the relation.

C2 For each tuple of each relation, there exists a subtree of the DOM which dominates the contents

of every attribute in the tuple 2.

C3 The value of each attribute corresponds to the content of some element in the DOM.

As a terse illustration of the above, consider the template, listed in Figure 4.1, for generating

a minimal HTML page from two relations r1 and r2. As listed, the template satisfies all criteria.

Removing the <div> tag with id=r1 would make it violate C1. Removing the <div> tag with

class=r1row would make it violate C2. Concatenating a1 and a2 without intervening tags would

make it violate C3.

[1] presents an alternative set of criteria, where attributes, tuples and relations are enclosed in

rectangular boxes on the rendered page rather than in DOM elements. Replacing div elements with

span elements in Figure 4.1 and allowing text wrapping would cause the template to violate these

box criteria.

4.2.2 How much would it cost to pay turkers to wrap the web?

A corollary to the use of a paid labor force is it allows us to derive an estimate of the total costs

of paying those workers to wrap the data sets on the web. Specifically, Cafarella et al [4] estimate

that there are at least 154M web data sets using the <table/> tag. Extrapolating from this and

assuming that the distribution of all web datasets follows the distribution of our corpus ([21], see

Table 3.1) yields an estimate of 199M lists and 53M grids, for a total of at least 405M web datasets.

The estimate from [4] is strictly a lower bound. To estimate the daily cost of upkeep for wrapping this

large set, we use the estimate from [12] that a dataset changes on average between 121 and 183 days.
2Doan, Halevy, and Ives call this a tuple node [14]
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To consistently provide an approximate lower bound, we use the lower change frequency throughout

these calculations, i.e. on an average day 1/183 ≈ 0.0055 of the wrappers cease to function.

If all 405M datasets are wrapped by developers, using the estimate of about $10 for a wrapper

from ODesk (see Section 3.2.4), we can estimate that the total labor cost would be about $4.05B +

$22.1M per day.

Assuming that all of those data sets could be wrapped at the same rates as found in our previous

work ([21], see Table 3.4), then the costs would reduce to

tables 154M (0.939 · $0.5 + 0.061 · $10) $166M

lists 199M (0.661 · $1.6 + 0.339 · $10) $884M

grids 53M (0.385 · $7.8 + 0.615 · $10) $482M

total 405M $1.53B + $8.37M per day

4.2.3 Crowd-funded exchange

A motivation for our work is that demand for wrappers, or equivalently, for web data set semantics,

is underserved, and that end users fill the gap with manual effort. Our work on SmartWrap [21]

demonstrates that end users can construct wrappers and that turkers will do so for a low price. We

propose to construct a sharing platform for wrappers, that is, an exchange where workers can supply

wrappers to a centralized store. Everyday users of the web can set their browsers to see the wrapped

versions of all pages with wrappers. For pages that lack wrappers, users can express demand for the

wrappers through the exchange, alongside an offered amount to cover the labor of the contributors.

In response, contributors build a wrapper for the page, augmenting the set of wrapped pages.

4.3 Volunteer Wrappers

In contrast to paid workers, volunteer workers promise several attractive properties. First, volunteer

workers are likely to produce higher-quality wrappers, since they actually desire to make use of the

data set rather than pursuing a micropayment. Second, they would contribute wrappers without the

need for payment. Third, volunteer workers contribute exactly the wrappers which they are interested

in using. So a robust work force of voluntary wrapper contributors would provide a sustainable stream

of wrappers that in the limit would construct wrappers for all data sets of user interest.
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Facilitating a robust work force of volunteers, however, involves a very large design space of how to

attract users, promote and encourage continued usage, and so on. There is a large risk that sufficient

numbers of volunteers would not begin or continue to use the system in sufficient numbers in the

time frame of the thesis. We plan to release the software for volunteer users, but will pursue a robust

labor force of volunteers only if time permits. Otherwise, we will leave it for future work.

4.4 Wrapper Re-use

The metrics introduced in Section 4.1 measure how well a contributed wrapper reconstructs the

relation from the data set used for its construction. The evaluation associates the wrapper directly

with the data set, and with the URL where the user reached it. But a wrapper is a repeatable

program, and often can be used to extract relations from additional pages. The most obvious example

is additional pages containing data sets generated through the same template. An additional measure

we are interested in is, given a corpus of wrappers and a new page a user has indicated contains a

data set, how well we can retrieve the appropriate wrapper from the wrapper corpus and apply it

to the page. The empirical performance of this wrapper retrieval module will permit a downward

revision of the cost estimate derived above.

4.4.1 Robustness

A wrapper can extract data from a fixed template, but templates change over time [25, 13, 12]. Ideally,

an induced wrapper would apply to the original page, to additional pages from the same template,

and to pages from “minor” updates to the template. Dalvi et al [12] studied how site templates change

over time, leading to a formal model of which features are most likely to be conserved through site

updates. A wrapper learning algorithm can be biased in favor of selecting more frequently conserved

features in order to create more robust wrappers. Dalvi et al report extending the usable lifetime of

wrappers by about a year.

We can evaluate the robustness of our algorithms by comparing the performance of the constructed

wrappers on the cached versions of pages to the performance on a live version of the page.
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4.4.2 Preliminary Experiments

As a preliminary step towards determining models that robustly learn, from crowd-sourced contribu-

tions, wrappers for pages sharing the same template, we perform an empirical study of how models

perform on the task of inducing a wrapper for the same page from the crowd contributions.

We begin with the 375 data sets contributed by MTurk workers. For a subset of those data sets, we

have silver labels, derived by taking the highest graded submission from a crowdworker and applying

it to the web page. Silver labels are biased towards the heuristic used by the turkers, in the sense

that the correct answer for comparison is generated through that heuristic. To mitigate this bias we

augment the training data with gold labels. Gold labels are the output of hand-crafted wrappers for

pages without high-quality submissions.

Of the 375 data sets, 70 currently have silver labels, resulting in 587 turker contributions being

available for comparison. An additional 8 data sets have gold labels, yielding an additional 37 pages.

Over these pages, we ran several learning algorithms, as described below.

Heuristic Baseline

As a first baseline, we describe the heuristic used by the version of SmartWrap (Chapter 3.2), which

was validated with end users, to extrapolate a wrapper from user-provided examples.

Briefly, the heuristic calculates the prefix shared by the XPaths of all extracted cells and then

calculates the suffix to reach each cell from that shared prefix. What follows is a more careful

exposition of the algorithm.

The heuristic uses several properties of the DOM tree.

Definition 1. A (directed) tree with root R is a (directed) graph (N,E) where each n ∈ N has a

unique path from R to n.

The internal nodes of the DOM tree are called elements, and all text in the DOM tree is con-

tained in leaf nodes, also called text nodes. The DOM model additionally defines leaf nodes called

attributes, overloading the relational terminology; in the following, we use the term “attribute” to

refer to attributes of a tuple and will use the term “attribute node” to refer to DOM attributes if the

need arises.
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Definition 2. In a tree with root R the subtree rooted at N dominates a set of nodes A iff for every

a ∈ A the unique path from a to the root of the tree passes through N .

For each relation labeled in the page, the algorithm receives as input

A partial schema An ordered list of columns, each containing a unique ID and possibly a label

The tuples An ordered list of mappings from a subset of the column IDs to elements in the DOM;

each element is labeled with an unambiguous XPath describing the path in the DOM from the

root through the ordered nodes (addressed by number) of the tree to the mapped element

For each extracted relation, the algorithm returns as output

A relation XPath An XPath whose result set when applied to the document is a single element,

used to locate the relation

A tuple XPath An XPath whose result set when applied to the document is a list of elements, each

used to locate a tuple of the relation

Attribute XPaths A mapping from the column IDs to XPath expressions; each expression is used

to locate an attribute within the tuple subtree

To perform the extraction, the algorithm proceeds by locating the relation node, then locating

tuple nodes which are contained in the relation node, and then locating attribute nodes which are

contained within a tuple node.

To compute the XPaths, the algorithm relies on repeated application of a function LongestXPathPrefix,

which takes as input a set of XPaths and returns the prefix of the longest XPath which (1) is also

a prefix of the remaining XPaths, (2) ends in the character ’/’ (this is the path-step separator for

XPath expressions) and (3) is the longest prefix meeting these criteria.

The table prefix is computed as simply the LongestXPathPrefix of the set of all XPaths from all

labeled attributes. The tuple XPath is the table prefix concatenated with the first element occurring

after the prefix (if it weren’t the table prefix could have been longer). The attribute selector for each

column is just the suffix of the XPath for the attribute in that column, which occurs after the tuple

XPath. Currently, the algorithm simply takes the first suffix; an exception is thrown and logged if

the second row disagrees, but no attempt is made to automatically reconcile the discrepancy.
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Margin Classifier

As a second point of comparison, we implemented a Support Vector Machine classifier over a very

simple feature space. The classifier classifies elements of the DOM. Specifically, the SVM model learns

a concept for the tuples of a relation, and an additional concept for each column of the relation. In

each concept, positive examples are those elements corresponding to the tuple or attribute in the

contributed examples, and negative examples are elements from the prefix of the document, assumed

not to contain unlabeled examples.

Generally, there are many more negative examples for each concept than positive examples, i.e. the

concept exhibits class skew. A common approach to learning with skewed classes is to undersample

the negative examples [?, 46]. We implemented two exploratory models. The first retains a fixed

proportion of the negative examples, drawn uniformly at random, and discards the rest. The second

draws uniformly at random a sample of negative examples which has cardinality equal to some multiple

of the cardinality of the positive examples.

An extreme case of undersampling the negative examples is to simply discard all of the negative

examples and replace them with a single synthetic negative example. In reform [55], Toomim et al

report success with a model using the origin as a single synthetic negative example. We implement

this model (in the same feature space) and test it against the others.

Feature Engineering

The initial margin classifiers used in the experiments relied on a very small feature space, consisting

of the following.

1. the depth of the element in the tree

2. the depth of the preceding and following elements (within a window of size 3)

3. the number of children contained by the element

4. the number of attributes contained by the element

5. the font size used in the element

6. a boolean indicator of the text color of the element
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7. a boolean indicator of the background color of the element

8. a boolean indicator of the text alignment of the element

9. a boolean indicator of the text transform (e.g. upper-case) of the element

10. a boolean indicator of the font style (e.g. italics) of the element

11. a boolean indicator of the font weight (e.g. bold) of the element

12. a boolean indicator of the word spacing of the element

Preliminary results indicate that this feature set is not effective, and that the heuristic outperforms

a margin classifier using these features. Of course, the heuristic itself can be cast as a margin classifier

that classifies each element in the document by mapping the element to a unit vector, where all features

have value zero except for the one feature representing the explicit tag path of the document. The

heuristic performs a fast search through this feature space. Margin learning in this feature space is

intractable, since the space of all tag paths is exponential in the number of tags3. To check whether a

more tractable feature space would retain the advantages of the heuristic, we included for comparison

two lesioned versions of the heuristic.

Both lesioned versions of the heuristic use the same procedure to construct a positioned tag path

to the tuple and attribute DOM elements. The original heuristic uses this tag path unaltered to

extract the dataset. The conjunction heuristic simplifies the tag path, retaining only a conjunction

of assertions about ancestors of the retrieved element. The tag soup simplifies the tag path further,

discarding the position information. The operations of the lesioned versions of the heuristic are

illustrated4 on an example in Figure 4.2.

Preliminary Results and Discussion

The results of the preliminary experiments are shown in Figure 4.3. The figure shows the algorithms

in order of their empirical performance on the test set. An asterisk indicates that an algorithm is

statistically significantly better (p < 0.05) than the algorithm on its left. Algorithms without an

asterisk are possibly no better than the algorithm to their left, with the delta attributable to random
3The set of paths of length N with steps from alphabet H has cardinality |H|N
4The XPaths of the conjunction heuristic are simplified slightly for readability. To be executed properly, the

conjuncts are actually written as [ancestor::node()/html[1]]
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Version Example XPath
Original Heuristic /html[1]/body[1]/div[3]/table[2]/tr
Conjunction Heuristic //tr[ancestor::html[1]][ancestor::body[1]]

[ancestor::div[3]][ancestor::table[2]]
Tag Soup Heuristic //tr[ancestor::html][ancestor::body]

[ancestor::div][ancestor::table]

Figure 4.2: Demonstration of the lesioned versions of the heuristic. Note that while the original
heuristic makes use of an exponential feature space, the feature space used by the lesioned versions
is linear

Figure 4.3: Results of the Preliminary Experiments
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chance. The algorithms shown in the figure are those described above, with parameters, where needed,

tuned by a short search. All margin classifier models used the small feature set described above. Here

is a listing of the models.

reform SVM trained with all positive examples and the origin as a single synthetic negative example

bernsvm.5.0 SVM trained will all positive examples and negative examples retained uniformly at

random with probability 2−5.0

bernsvm.5.0 SVM trained will all positive examples and randomly selected negative examples with

cardinality 20.0 = 1 times the size of the set of positive examples.

libsvm SVM trained with all positive examples and all negative examples

conjheur The conjunctive heuristic

soupheur The tag soup heuristic

heur The original heuristic, described in detail in Section 4.4.2

The lackluster performance of the margin classifiers demonstrates that the simple feature space

described above is insufficient for the task at hand. A next step is to add more features, and the

lesioned heuristics provide some guidance as to some valuable features to add.

The very bad performance of the reform algorithm indicates that the features in [55] were such

that a component value of 1 was more likely to be a positive example and thus the origin was very

unlikely to be a positive example.

The fact that information about ancestry, even divorced from the complete tag-path considered

by the original heuristic, serves the lesioned heuristics so well indicates that ancestry information is a

good candidate for new features for the margin classifiers. The fact that the two lesioned heuristics did

not differ statistically indicates that in this test set, and possibly more generally, position information

is redundant with simple ancestry information.

We will proceed by adding ancestry features to the margin models. We expect that with those

features the margin models will do as well as the lesioned heuristic, and possibly outperform the

original heuristic, because of the margin model’s superior tolerance for noise. Additionally, we will

continue to introduce more data into the test set from the turker corpus, giving a broader comparison

of the performance of the approaches described here.
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4.5 Extrapolation

Wrapper re-use allows a wrapper to be used to extract relations from all pages using a given template.

An additional generalization is whether we can leverage commonalities across many templates to

combine a large number of user-constructed wrappers together to build a machine learning model of

how web authors encode data sets on the web. We would expect such a model to perform less well

on a page than a custom-constructed wrapper for the template of the page. On the other hand, the

model may be able to extract relations from pages which no contributor has visited, i.e. pages where

no wrapper is yet available.

One evaluation for the generalized model is to apply it to held-out pages. Another interesting

evaluation we intend to pursue is to apply it to the larger web and count how many additional

relations it discovers, as did [4, 17]. We would implement this by applying the model to pages in the

Common Crawl [10].

A question of particular interest is how the generalized model improves as it sees more and better

data. Given a robust labor force, we would expect the number of contributed wrappers to increase

over time, and we would like to know how effective on unseen pages the generalized model would

likely be in the limit. This would allow an additional downwards revision of the cost estimate of

conceptually wrapping the entire web. We can compare the coverage of the same model trained

with a small number of expert-provided custom wrappers to derive a comparison of the return on

investment of purchasing end user labor versus purchasing programmer wrappers. Relatedly, we can

evaluate whether including low-quality contributor input degrades or enhances the performance of the

generalized model; as an engineering issue this will help us choose the threshold of wrapper quality

to include for training.

Time permitting, we would like to introduce the generalized model into the wrapper construction

tool. The rationale for doing so is that if the generalized model is better than simply applying no

wrapper, we would like to provide that assistance to the user. There are at least two obstacles to

introducing the learned model into the tool. First, on the user side, it is not clear whether users

can understand and refine statistical models; often unexpected behavior can be worse for the user

experience than taking no action [40, 52, 61, 50, 49]. Second, to provide actual assistance to the user,

the model should improve based on the user’s actions, rather than reverting to the general model. So
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we will be especially interested in online methods, i.e models that improve in user-tolerable time.

Table 4.3: Timeline

Spring/Summer 2014 Batch Experiments from MTurk/ODesk stream of wrappers; Characterization
of web pages with datasets

Fall 2014 Extrapolation of learned wrappers to automatically extract datasets from un-
seen pages

Spring 2015 Design, implementation and study of Wrapper Exchange
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